Constructing and analysing social networks data can be challenging. When designing 24 new studies, researchers are confronted with having to make decisions about how data 25 are collected and networks are constructed, and the answers are not always 26 straightforward. The current lack of guidance on building a social network for a new 27 study system might lead researchers to try several different methods, and risk 28 generating false results arising from multiple hypotheses testing. We suggest an 29 approach for making decisions when developing a network without jeopardising the 30 validity of future hypothesis tests. We argue that choosing the best edge definition for a 31 network can be made using a priori knowledge of the species, and testing hypotheses 32 that are known and independent from those that the network will ultimately be used to 33 evaluate. We illustrate this approach by conducting a pilot study with the aim of 34 identifying how to construct a social network for colonies of cooperatively breeding 35 sociable weavers. We first identified two ways of collecting data using different 36 numbers of feeders and three ways to define associations among birds. We then 37 identified which combination of data collection and association definition maximised (i) 38 the assortment of individuals into 'breeding groups' (birds that contribute towards the 39 same nest and maintain cohesion when foraging), and (ii) socially differentiated 40 relationships (more strong and weak relationships than expected by chance). Our 41 approach highlights how existing knowledge about a system can be used to help 42 navigate the myriad of methodological decisions about data collection and network 43 inference. 44
INTRODUCTION 59
Social network analysis (SNA) has gained popularity in behaviour ecology as a tool to 60 study the processes underlying the associations between individuals and the 61 consequences of those associations (Cantor et al. 2019) . It allows biologists to 62 characterize not only the social environment experienced by a single individual in the 63 population, but also the broader social characteristics of a population (Newman 2010) . 64
However, while the methods involved in analysing a network are reasonably well-65 explained (e.g. Whitehead 2008 ), there are many decisions involved with the design of 66 data collection and creating the network itself (Farine and Whitehead 2015) . Decisions 67 about the design of a study can have consequences on the inferred network structure. 68
How can we know that our design decisions produce a meaningful network for the 69 species and the type of hypotheses we are studying? There is generally little 70 discussion of the considerations made when designing a network-based study, with 71 most published papers presenting their design as a "fait accompli". 72
When analysing a social network, the key decision that needs to be made is how to 73 define the relationships (edges) connecting the individuals (nodes). This definition can 74 include two main components. The first set of considerations relates to how data are 75 collected, and the second relates to how observations are turned into edge weights. In 76 most systems, the scope of decisions about data collection appears constrained by 77 methodological limitations, but often there are choices that reflect some trade-offs. For 78 example, is it better to collect fewer data across more individuals at once or to collect 79 more detailed data on fewer individuals? Davis et al. (2018) provide useful discussion 80 on the impact of these trade-offs. However, there is no general guidance on how to 81 quantify the relative value of different approaches when faced with real data. Once data 82 are collected, the second set of considerations that arise reflect decisions about how to 83 calculate the strength of the relationships among individuals. While one aspect 84 determining the accuracy of a network is collecting sufficient data (see Farine and 85 Strandburg-Peshkin 2015), how data are used to generate quantitative measures of 86 connection strength (edge weights) can also have a large impact on the resulting 87 network. For example, different association indices (Cairns and Schwager 1987; 88 Hoppitt and Farine 2018) or different resolutions of data (e.g. the number of grooming 89 bouts vs. the amount of time spent grooming) can be used to estimate the strength of a 90
given relationship. 91
The lack of guidance on how to evaluate a given data collection and network inference 92 approach might lead researchers to try several different methods and to select the one 93 that finds best correlates with the outcome they are studying (e.g. survival). Such a 94 correlation could give a false impression that the method produces a network that is 95 successfully capturing the species' or population social structure. At worse, it could 96 constitute a multiple hypotheses testing scenario, elevating rates of type I errors, 97 especially when combined with opportunities to calculate multiple metrics (e.g. degree, 98 betweenness, etc.) based on the network. For example, a researcher might be 99 by which the network is produced using the same data, such as changing the time 104 window or the proximity criterion used to consider that two individuals are associated. 105
Hence, an important challenge arises when it is unknown whether failing to reject a 106 hypothesis is a consequence of the expected pattern not being present or because the 107 network was not correctly constructed. We therefore need an approach that avoids 108 creating circularity, i.e. using the same data tested in different ways to corroborate a 109 given hypotheses as well as using the significant result to corroborate the quality of the 110 information contained in the network. This is particularly problematic because most 111 published studies do not inform the readers about how decisions were made, such as whether they were made arbitrarily (or based on a published study), if they were based 113 on pilot studies, or if they were explored in the way described above (but see: Castles Two approaches can help with making decisions about the design of a network study. 116
The first is to collect pilot data, which is rarely feasible. The second is to run exploratory 117 a priori analyses aimed at comparing different competing networks resulting from 118 different data collection setups or network generation methods. Such a process can 119 include testing and interpreting simple hypotheses that we generally consider a 120 network from that species should support, before testing the hypothesis of interest. For 121 example, in a species where mother and offspring create strong social bonds we 122 expect that the implemented method would result in a network that would be able to 123 capture these preferred associations (i.e. estimate the edge weight within a family as 124 being significantly greater than those between other sets of individuals, see Boogert et 125 al. 2014a ). Such an analysis would then provide information about whether a network 126 is capturing one or more important aspects of the biology of the system. 127
In this paper, we provide an empirical example of how to make decisions about the 128 design of a network study using exploratory a priori test. We start by formulating simple 129 hypotheses tests to help guide the design of data collection and network inference from 130 a population of colonial and cooperatively breeding sociable weavers (Philetairus 131 socius). In this population, individuals are individually marked with PIT-tags allowing 132 automatic data collection at feeders containing supplemental food. Our work forms part 133 of a broader study into the species' social behaviour where we seek to understand 134 whether specific individual attributes influences social relationships among the 135 individuals within a colony. We decided to collect associations in a feeding context not 136 only because this has been shown to be important and meaningful in other bird studies 137 reasonable to assume that information about social relationships within a colony could 141 be obtained from foraging associations (see Farine 2015) , if the study is well designed. 142
We evaluate the performance of different design decisions at extracting two 143 fundamental structural aspect of the social system in our study species. The first metric 144 is social differentiation, which we calculate using the coefficient of variation. Because 145 sociable weavers' colonies are large, we do not expect birds to have the same 146 relationship strength with all colony members. Thus, an informative network should be 147 one that features large differences in the connection strengths that individuals have in 148 their social network (i.e. having many small and large values, rather than many 149 intermediate values). However solely relying on social differentiation can be misleading 150
as high values can be obtained as a result of non-social factors (e.g. low sampling or 151 spatial distribution), nor does maximising social differentiation necessarily result in the 152 most biologically accurate network. Thus, our second metric for testing if the edges in 153 the foraging network reflect social bonds that transcend simple foraging synchrony is to 154 calculate the assortment by breeding group. Sociable weaver colonies contain several 155 breeding groups composed of breeders with their helpers (Covas et al. 2006) . 156
Assortment by breeding group captures the tendency of individuals from the same 157 breeding group to be more strongly connected to one-another in the network. We 158 expect this because while aggression between individuals at food patches is common 159 (sociable weavers typically forage in large groups containing many colony members), 160 aggression between members of the same breeding groups is rare (suggesting higher 161 tolerance for other breeding group members Rat 2015) . Thus, we expect members of 162 the same breeding group to be disproportionately detected together, resulting in social 163 networks that are assorted by breeding group membership. 164
First, we focus on the effects of different design decisions for data collection on the 165 resulting values of social differentiation and assortment by breeding group. Specifically, 166
we test the effects of allowing different numbers of individuals to feed simultaneously. 167 This is an important decision for any researcher starting a new study as it can impact 168 the robustness of the networks (Davis, et al. 2018 ). It is not clear whether sociable 169 weavers with stronger social relationships feed more synchronously across repeated 170 foraging visits than birds with weaker relationships, or whether the differences in 171 behaviour are better defined as the patterns of foraging within a foraging visit (i.e. with 172 who within the flock the individuals prefer to associate in close proximity). The former 173 requires more widespread effort, while the latter requires more refined data to be 174 collected within foraging flocks. We therefore compare different setups for collecting 175 associations that differ in the number of birds that can be detected in an automated 176 RFID system at the same time. 177
Second, we focus on how to define associations from within a given dataset. 178
Specifically, we compare three different criteria to generate quantitative measures of 179 edge weights in the network. Two criteria are based on number of co-occurrences in 180 'gathering events'. These are akin to using the 'gambit-of-the-group' approach, where 181 all birds that are detected (i.e. observed) in a flock together are considered to be 182 associated. However, this approach discards more detailed data that could be available 183 about within-flock structure, and instead assumes that birds with strong relationships 184 will be co-observed in the same flock more often. The third approach is a more direct 185 measure of the proportion of time that two individuals spend in close proximity within 186 the flocks. That is, because we collected data at multiple readers in close proximity, we 187 could estimate how much time two individuals spent on neighbouring feeders. 188
Our aim is to provide an example of the step-by-step procedure that can help guide 189 researchers on what should be the right decisions for their network study. In doing so, 190 our study also highlights how simple approaches, using short periods of pilot data 191 collection and evaluations based on known factors about a study species, can facilitate 192 making methodological decisions that could have long-term impact on the success of a 193 study. Such an approach goes beyond studies using social network analysis. 194
195

METHODS 196
Study scope and model species 197
We studied a population of sociable weavers at Benfontein Nature Reserve, situated 198 ca. 6 km south-east of Kimberley, in the Northern Cape Province, South Africa. The 199 sociable weaver is endemic to the semi-arid savannahs of southern Africa (Maclean, 200 1973a ) and feeds mainly on insects and seeds (Maclean, 1973c) . Sociable weavers 201 build large nests, usually on Acacia (Vachellia) trees, with several independent 202 chambers where the birds roost throughout the year and where breeding takes place 203 (Maclean, 1973b) . This species exhibits three noticeable cooperative behaviours: 204 building the communal nest, feeding nestlings of others, and communal nest defence 205 from predators such as snakes (e.g. Boomslang, Dyspholidus typus and Cape cobra, 
Breeding groups' identification 219
Breeding groups were determined using video recordings of the chambers during the 220 reproductive season of October 2017 to January 2018. We routinely inspected all 221 colonies every 3 days to identify initiation of new clutches. We visited chambers in the 222 days around the expected hatching date to determine the age of the nestlings and then 223 recorded each breeding group for at least two hours when the chicks were between 8 -224 20 days old. We considered an individual as part of the group if it was seen feeding the 225 chicks at least 3 times, as occasionally some individuals try to feed but are expelled by 226 the other members of the group. 227
SNA data collection 228
During December 2017 and April 2018 we collected two rounds of association data in a 229 feeding context using artificial feeders at the 5 PIT-tagged colonies. Data from a colony 230 were collected at 2 feeding boxes (high density setup), each with 4 perches and 4 231 small standard plastic bird feeders. Each small feeder allowed for only one bird to feed 232 at a time and was fitted with a RIFD antenna (Priority1rfid, Melbourne, Australia) 233 connected to a data logger (Fig. 1a) . 234
For two of the five colonies, feeding associations were also collected using a different 235 setup that differed in the number of birds feeding at the same time. This setup featured 236 4 feeding boxes instead of 2 (low density setup; Fig. 1b ), allowing birds to spread out 237 more when visiting the feeding station (i.e. lower competition) and for us to collect more 238 direct observations of co-feeding (more birds feeding simultaneously). Data for each 239 setup were collected within the same time period, alternating each day for each setup 240 (high or low density), in order to allow comparison of the two setups without a 241 cofounding factor of time period in which the data were collected. We collected 10 days 242 of data for each setup. 243 Data were collected for 14 days (sampled continuously) for each of the 3 colonies with 244 one setup, and for 20 days in total for the other 2 colonies. For all the 5 colonies, the 245 feeding location was 80-205 meters away from the colony. 246
Data from the 5 colonies allows for comparison of the different methods for edge 247 weight calculations, while data from the 2 colonies collected with different number of 248 feeding boxes also allow us to compare the networks from different data collection 249 methods. 250
Edge weight calculations 251
We calculated associations from our observation data in two different ways: 252 1) Co-occurrence method. We used the gambit of the group (see Whitehead is an automated clustering algorithm designed to detect peaks in the temporal profile of 260 activities at the artificial feeders. This approach uses data from the feeding behaviour 261
of the entire set of individuals as part of determining the associations between any two 262 individuals. 263
2) Time overlap method. We estimated association strengths using the total time that 264 two individuals overlapped feeding at the same feeding box. 265 These two methods are described in more detail below. For the co-occurrence method 266 two variants are used (see Fig. 2 ): one focused on the association at the broad flock 267 level (single GMM) and the other based on association within the flock (double GMM). 268 Therefore 3 different network types were compared for each combination of colony 269 (see Fig. 3 ). 270
Co-occurrence networks 271
Single GMM (broad flock): We built networks using the rates of co-occurrence on the 272 same so-called 'gathering events' as commonly done in other studies (e.g. Aplin et al. 273 2013). Gathering events were defined using a single run of the GMM (single GMM 274 network) directly on the raw RFID feeders' data which splits the temporal data in 275 different foraging events based on peaks of activity on the feeding boxes (following 276
Psorakis et al. 2015). We considered each feeding box as a different location to allow 277 us to split the flock spatially in order to archive a greater resolution in detecting 278 preferred association. We inferred the association strengths (edge weights) among 279 colony members from their co-presence across all gathering events. We used the 280 simple ratio index: the number of times that two individuals were in the same gathering 281 event divided by the number of gathering events that contained at least one of the two 282 individuals. 283 284 Double GMM (within flock): Since our study species is colonial and highly gregarious, 285
we believed that to differentiate the relationships among colony members we would 286 need edges based on co-occurrences at a finer scale than what has traditionally been 287 used for other species (the single GMM). Therefore, we used the Gaussian mixture 288 model approach to define associations among individuals using a two-step procedure. 289
Because the data from the feeders are quite discontinuous in this population (i.e. all 290 individuals tend to visit foraging patches together and then all depart together in a very 291 synchronised manner) we first detected the broader activity profile at the set of feeder 292
boxes. We did this by grouping the individuals' detections across all feeder boxes at a 293 location into 1min blocks and used the GMM to extract the arrival and departure times 294 of gathering events (see Fig. 2a ). After this first step, we used the GMM again, but this 295 time to detect waves of activity within each gathering event determined by the first 296 GMM run. In the second run, we considered each feeder box (containing 4 RFID 297 perches each) as a different location and used detections at a 1 second resolution. 298
Considering each feeding box as a different location allowed us to split the data on the 299 flock spatially, while running the GMMs within each gathering event allowed us to 300 decrease the time scale and forced the GMM to split into shorter feeding bouts ( Fig.  301   2b) , thereby allowing the detection of within-flock spatial and social preferences. We 302 inferred the association strengths among colony members from their co-presence 303 across all feeding bouts generated from the second runs of the GMM (double GMM 304 network). As with the single GMM approach we used the simple ratio index. 305
Time overlap networks 306
For the time overlap networks, we calculated the proportion of total feeding time during 307 which two individuals were feeding simultaneously at the same feeding box (i.e. the 308 time that birds spent feeding side-by-side). Here, edges were calculated by taking the 309 sum of time that two individuals spent feeding at the same time at the feeding box 310
divided by the sum of the total time that at least one of these two individuals were 311 present at the feeder (which is also the simple ratio index, but more explicitly time-312 based rather than occurrence-based). This method aimed to define a stricter scale at 313 which we consider that two individuals were associated, and represents the degree of 314 tolerance to feed together. This method can be more meaningful for colonial and very 315 gregarious species such as sociable weavers, since all members of the colony are 316 often found foraging together and are already connected by colony membership, and 317 since our interest is to find a sub-level of sociality within this colony structure. 318
SNA analysis
We evaluated each network we produced by testing if they were significantly different 320 from networks generated from randomizations of our data and if they generated 321 patterns that reflect a biologically meaningful social aspect of this species: the 322 assortment by members of the same breeding group. As we did not have a ground-323 truthed network against which to compare our networks, we instead used a meaningful 324 social relationship-breeding group membership-to compare our different edge 325 weight calculation methods, and ultimately evaluate which network performs best at 326 detecting a sub-level of sociality within the colony that we expect to be present in the 327
data. 328
Specifically, the utility of each network we generated (3 variants times 2 data collection 329 methods) was evaluate according to two criteria: 330
1) The coefficient of variation (CV) in edge weights, to test which method would 331 result in more differentiated networks. Low CV values represent a network in 332 which individuals are equally connected, whereas a high CV value means that 333 there are both strong and weak relationships detected. We used CV also to test 334 if each network differed from networks generated from the randomization of the 335 observation data. 336
2) Calculated weighted assortment coefficients (following Farine 2014) to 337 determine which method better captured the expected preference to associate 338 with members from the same breeding group. High values of assortment 339 coefficients represent strong association between individuals of the same 340 breeding group while low values represent no preference to associate with 341 individuals of the same group. Not all individuals of the colony were attributed to 342 a breeding group since not all breeding pairs managed to successfully 343 reproduce during this breeding season, therefore for this analysis we used a 344 subset of the network to include only individuals known to belong to a breeding 345
group. 346
In order to test the statistical significance of the CV and the assortment coefficients, we 347 compared the coefficients calculated from the observed networks with the same 348 statistics calculated from 1000 random networks generated using permutations of the 349 observed data (see Farine 2017) . For the co-occurrence method, we generated 350 random networks following the method first described by Bejder et al. (1998) For all the 5 colonies we compared the CV and the assortment coefficients from the 3 365 different types of networks (singles GMM, double GMM and overlap of time). 366
Additionally, for 2 of those 5 colonies we also compared the same 3 types of networks 367 resulting from data collected using high and low density setups. This allowed us to test 368 whether we could improve our networks not just in terms of edge definition but also 369 regarding the design of data collection by changing the number of birds that can 370 access food simultaneously. As illustrated in the diagram of Fig.3 the decisions about 371 our method for constructing a suitable network for the sociable weavers were guided by 372 both the setup design and the edge definition. Addressing these two questions might 373 appear to be a sequential scheme, i.e. first looking at feeder saturation and after 374 deciding if there was or not a significant improvement in using the 4 feeding boxes, 375
addressing the scale problem (by comparing the different types of networks) or the 376 other way (first the scale and then the feeder saturation). However, we did not address 377 this as a sequential problem, since the two types of comparisons (comparisons of scale 378 and comparisons of feeder saturation) are not easy to disentangle. In order to compare 379 the high density with the low density setup we need a reliable network which can only 380 be obtained by comparing the 3 types of networks. However, the 3 types of networks 381 might be very different when using high feeding density setup but very similar when 382 using a low density setup. For example, using the double GMM network with low 383 density setup might be considered as good as a network from the high density setup 384 using the overlap of time network. The results from both comparisons will guide the 385 final decision on building the network and therefore must be presented and interpreted 386 together and not in a sequential manner. 387
388
RESULTS 389
All of the methods we used generated networks that were significantly different from 390 random. From an edge definition perspective, the overlap of time method consistently 391 generated networks with higher CV (Table 1) and higher values of assortment ( Table  392 2). While the co-occurrence methods were able to detect the predicted positive 393 assortment by breeding group in most colonies, the overlap of time method consistently 394 produced considerably higher assortment coefficients. The single GMM co-occurrence 395 method was able to generate well-differentiated networks, but performed worse with 396 the assortment coefficients being close to zero (Table 2 ). These results suggest that 397 the networks produced by the overlap of time method performed better at capturing a 398 sub-level of sociality within the colony.
From a data collection methods perspective, using four boxes instead of two resulted in TABLES 638 Table 2 Comparison between the assortment by breeding groups for the three different 644 types of networks obtained using a setup with two and four feeding boxes. Number of 645 individuals (number of groups) per colony: colony 11: 20 (8); colony 20: 10 (3); colony 646 27:20 (6); colony 43: 17 (5); colony 71: 19 (4). 
